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one (of few) observables for pure BNV: n-n oscillations (∆B=2)

Baryon Number Violation & R-parity violating SUSY

2

baryon number (B) "accidentally" conserved at perturbative level in SM 

baryon number violation (BNV) needed for baryogenesis (Sakharov) 

intrinsic to many BSM theories 

e.g. R-parity violation (RPV) in generic SUSY

_

experiment proposed at European Spallation Source (ESS), Lund, Sweden

over and above those corresponding to the Higgs potential or the Yukawa terms within the

SM. The supersymmetric versions of the latter read

µH1 H2 +meLiĒjH1 +mdQiD̄jH1 +muQiĒjH2, (1.1)

where H1,2 are the Higgs superfields, L (Q) the left-handed lepton (quark) doublet super-

fields, and Ē (D̄, Ū) the corresponding left-handed singlet fields. Gauge symmetry as well

as supersymmetry do allow for additional bilinear terms of the form

µi LiH2 (1.2)

as well as trilinear ones, namely

λijkLiLjĒk + λ′
ijkLiQjD̄k + λ′′

ijkŪiD̄jD̄k. (1.3)

Each of the terms in eqs. (1.2) & (1.3) violate R-parity. In particular, the existence of

any of µi,λijk,λ′
ijk implies lepton number violation while a non-zero λ′′

ijk violates baryon

number. SU(2) and SU(3) invariance imply that there are 48 R-violating couplings in all

(3 µi’s, 27 λ′
ijks and 9 each of λijk and λ′′

ijk).

The strictest bounds on lepton and baryon-number violating operators come from

proton stability. The assumption of a conserved R-parity automatically rules out all of the

terms of eqs. (1.2) & (1.3), rendering the proton stable [1], modulo higher dimensional terms

endemic to the MSSM. However, alternative symmetries, namely baryon or lepton parities

[2,3] can also exclude the simultaneous presence of dangerous LQD̄ and ŪD̄D̄ couplings [4].

Experimental constraints from the non-observation of modifications to Standard Model

rates, or from possible exotic processes [5–9] also impose additional limits. Overall, the

phenomenology to be expected out of such theories is very rich, since the LSP (Lightest

Supersymmetric Particle) is no longer stable and the missing-energy signatures of the

MSSM [10] are substituted by multi-lepton or multi-jet events [11–13]; single superparticle

productions [14,15] are also possible.

In addition to the consequences for collider searches, R-violation implies that gravitinos

(which may have been thermally produced after a period of inflation) are also unstable.

However, gravitino dark matter in the framework of R-violating supersymmetry is plausible

[16–18], provided that the gravitino decays slowly enough for its lifetime to be larger than

the age of the universe [19,20]. This is an exciting possibility that allows for supersymmetric

dark matter, even if the R-violating couplings are sufficiently large to lead to observable

signatures at colliders [17,18]. Moreover, it was found that the branching ratios for gravitino

decays are very sensitive to the flavour structure of R-violating operators [17,18].

In general, the flavour structure of R-violating couplings is of particular relevance in

defining the nature of the signals to be expected and any information on it would be crucial

for understanding the flavour structure of the fundamental theory. Indeed, one may try to

relate hierarchies amongst R-violating couplings to those in fermion masses [21,22], using

models with family symmetries. For example, a large class of such models allow only the

third generation fermions to be massive, while the remaining masses are generated by the

spontaneous breaking of the family symmetry. In such a scheme, if R parity is violated,
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leptons  
only

quarks only               
=> pure BNV

leptons + 
quarks 

R-parity conservation imposed by setting all Yukawa couplings 𝜆(‘)/(‘')=0

stable LSP (Dark Matter), stable proton

typical signature with large missing energy

can set one 𝜆’’≠0, proton still stable (p decay violates B and L)
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n-n oscillations in RPV SUSY
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over and above those corresponding to the Higgs potential or the Yukawa terms within the
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µH1 H2 +meLiĒjH1 +mdQiD̄jH1 +muQiĒjH2, (1.1)

where H1,2 are the Higgs superfields, L (Q) the left-handed lepton (quark) doublet super-

fields, and Ē (D̄, Ū) the corresponding left-handed singlet fields. Gauge symmetry as well
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µi LiH2 (1.2)
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λijkLiLjĒk + λ′
ijkLiQjD̄k + λ′′

ijkŪiD̄jD̄k. (1.3)

Each of the terms in eqs. (1.2) & (1.3) violate R-parity. In particular, the existence of

any of µi,λijk,λ′
ijk implies lepton number violation while a non-zero λ′′

ijk violates baryon

number. SU(2) and SU(3) invariance imply that there are 48 R-violating couplings in all

(3 µi’s, 27 λ′
ijks and 9 each of λijk and λ′′

ijk).

The strictest bounds on lepton and baryon-number violating operators come from

proton stability. The assumption of a conserved R-parity automatically rules out all of the

terms of eqs. (1.2) & (1.3), rendering the proton stable [1], modulo higher dimensional terms

endemic to the MSSM. However, alternative symmetries, namely baryon or lepton parities

[2,3] can also exclude the simultaneous presence of dangerous LQD̄ and ŪD̄D̄ couplings [4].

Experimental constraints from the non-observation of modifications to Standard Model

rates, or from possible exotic processes [5–9] also impose additional limits. Overall, the

phenomenology to be expected out of such theories is very rich, since the LSP (Lightest

Supersymmetric Particle) is no longer stable and the missing-energy signatures of the

MSSM [10] are substituted by multi-lepton or multi-jet events [11–13]; single superparticle

productions [14,15] are also possible.

In addition to the consequences for collider searches, R-violation implies that gravitinos

(which may have been thermally produced after a period of inflation) are also unstable.

However, gravitino dark matter in the framework of R-violating supersymmetry is plausible

[16–18], provided that the gravitino decays slowly enough for its lifetime to be larger than

the age of the universe [19,20]. This is an exciting possibility that allows for supersymmetric

dark matter, even if the R-violating couplings are sufficiently large to lead to observable

signatures at colliders [17,18]. Moreover, it was found that the branching ratios for gravitino

decays are very sensitive to the flavour structure of R-violating operators [17,18].

In general, the flavour structure of R-violating couplings is of particular relevance in

defining the nature of the signals to be expected and any information on it would be crucial

for understanding the flavour structure of the fundamental theory. Indeed, one may try to

relate hierarchies amongst R-violating couplings to those in fermion masses [21,22], using

models with family symmetries. For example, a large class of such models allow only the

third generation fermions to be massive, while the remaining masses are generated by the

spontaneous breaking of the family symmetry. In such a scheme, if R parity is violated,
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simplest ansatz: u and d quarks + sparticles —> 𝜆’’11X

𝜆’’ijk = -𝜆’’ikj => 𝜆’’111 = 0

=> also need flavour mixing

n-n oscillation via 𝜆’’112 and 𝜆’’113 (𝜆’’uds, 𝜆’’udb)
_

Figure 6: The Zwirner diagram contributing to Models Z1 and Z2.

in mass. This case arises when LH squarks or a Wino-like chargino are present in

the diagrams. As far as the spectrum is concerned, we will always consider all the

relevant squarks as degenerate and scale their production cross-section accordingly.

We separate between strong and electroweak contributions. In the strong pro-

cesses, the only superpartners present in the spectrum are the relevant squarks and

the gluino g̃. Similarly, the electroweak contribution will be computed for models

with only squarks and one Wino-like chargino �̃± (and the corresponding neutralino).

There is a large number of possible processes available but, when comparing contri-

butions amongst themselves and particularly against the bounds from di-nucleon

decay, we reduce the list to what is shown in Table 1.

5.1 Strong contributions

The first SUSY contribution to n� n̄ oscillations that we consider was first discussed

by Zwirner in ref. [13], involving the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 6, and gives

rise to the operator,

LZ
nn̄ = CZ

nn̄ (uRdRdR)
2 + h.c., (5.1)

Here we have a choice between using a RH strange squark or a RH bottom

squarks in the diagram, probing separately the two RPV couplings �
00
uds and �

00
udb.

We will consider both cases, although the first one is seriously constrained by di-

nucleon decays to Kaons.

The coe�cient has the following form:

CZ
nn̄ =

16

3

g2s
mg̃

����
�

00
udk(�

d
RR)k1

m2

D

����
2

, (5.2)
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encoded in e.g.

are typically small (unless Ab+µ tan � is large), as well as two insertion of flavor mix-

ings between the third and first squark family, the contribution from the s-strange is

negligible with respect to the constraint coming from dinucleon decay. Note that, as

will be discussed below, dinucleon decay only constrain �
00
112

, and not �
00
113

. Therefore,

we focus only on the sbottom contribution, which involves only �
00
113

.

Below the EWSB scale, the dimension 11 operator becomes the following dimen-

sion 9 operator,

Lnn̄ = CBM

nn̄ O
5

+ h.c. (5.6)

where O
5

= uRdRdLdLuRdR can be found in (2.3) and where

CBM

nn̄ =
16

3

g2s (�
00
113

)2 m2

b (Ab+µ tan �)2 m4

˜bL ˜dL

m4

˜bR
m4

˜bL
m4

˜dL
mg̃

(5.7)

Similarly, in presence of o↵-diagonal entries in the A-term matrix, flavour violation

and the chirality flip can be both obtained by a single mass insertion:

CBM2

nn̄ =
16

3

g2s (�
00
113

)2 m2

b (A
d
13

)2

m4

˜bR
m4

˜dL
mg̃

(5.8)

In the following we present our results within a set of simplified models that

feature only the particle content relevant for the n � n̄ diagrams presented in the

previous section. We further classify according to the source of flavour violation

when relevant.

Model (g̃, d̃R), (�dRR)12

In the presence of only gluinos and RH down squarks (that in the following we are

going to assume almost degenerate), n � n̄ oscillations can occur via the Zwirner

diagram of Fig. 5. In order the diagram not to vanish, flavour violation is required

either in the 1-2 or in the 1-3 sector. In other words RH down squarks have to mix

either with strange or bottom squarks. Here we consider the first case, while the

second one will be presented in the next subsection. Flavour violation in the 1-2

sector gives rise to contributions to K � K̄ mixing that are stringently constrained

by the observed Kaon mass splitting �mK and CP violation parameter ✏K . In

the left panel of Fig. 2, we show in the (m2

˜dR
, Mg̃) plane the bound on the flavour

violating parameter
�
�dRR

�
12

⌘ m2

s̃R ˜dR
/m2

˜dR
from ✏K obtained assuming an O(1) phase

in
�
�dRR

�
12

.

We can now display the above constraints together with the bound from n � n̄

oscillation and the ESS facility potential. These are shown in the first row of Fig. 7.

For illustration purposes, we have fixed the coupling �
00
uds = 2⇥10�6 and

�
�dRR

�
12

=

0.01. In the left panel, we see the bounds imposed by ✏K (red), n � n̄ oscillations

(blue), with ⌧ expnn̄ > 2.44⇥108 s, and dinucleon decay (gray), with ⌧ expNN!KK > 1.7⇥1032

– 15 –

(analogously for sbottom)

Zwirner contribution
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Observation Principle 

4

cold neutrons from ESS (v<1000m/s) 
annihilate with neutrons in target nuclei  

—> many pions, typically 5, total energy ~2 GeV 
thin annihilation target, e.g. carbon —> σannihilation/σn-interaction ~10ˆ6 
(cylindrical) detector with tracking (vertex finding), calorimeter, ToF

moderator

supermirror

magnetic 
shielding

beam 
dump

cosmics 
veto

annihilation 
target

tracker

calorimeter

ToF

ESS experiment: factor ~1000 greater sensitivity to transition probability
current limit: toscfree > 0.86x108s (ILL Grenoble, 1994)

=> factor ~30 in oscillation time
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This Project
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study pure BNV processes in framework of RPV SUSY

complementarity of LHC and flavour/low energy constraints

quantification of potential of proposed n-n search
_
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Simplified RPV SUSY Model(s)
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only gluino and 2 right-handed down-type squarks (degenerate) 
=> two parameters: mg and mq 

mg > mq: g —> qq , q —> qq 
mq > mg: q —> gq , g—>qqq

~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~~~

consider only sparticles and coupling relevant for a given process

e.g. Zwirner contribution

all other sparticles decoupled, all other couplings = 0

Figure 6: The Zwirner diagram contributing to Models Z1 and Z2.

in mass. This case arises when LH squarks or a Wino-like chargino are present in

the diagrams. As far as the spectrum is concerned, we will always consider all the

relevant squarks as degenerate and scale their production cross-section accordingly.

We separate between strong and electroweak contributions. In the strong pro-

cesses, the only superpartners present in the spectrum are the relevant squarks and

the gluino g̃. Similarly, the electroweak contribution will be computed for models

with only squarks and one Wino-like chargino �̃± (and the corresponding neutralino).

There is a large number of possible processes available but, when comparing contri-

butions amongst themselves and particularly against the bounds from di-nucleon

decay, we reduce the list to what is shown in Table 1.

5.1 Strong contributions

The first SUSY contribution to n� n̄ oscillations that we consider was first discussed

by Zwirner in ref. [13], involving the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 6, and gives

rise to the operator,

LZ
nn̄ = CZ

nn̄ (uRdRdR)
2 + h.c., (5.1)

Here we have a choice between using a RH strange squark or a RH bottom

squarks in the diagram, probing separately the two RPV couplings �
00
uds and �

00
udb.

We will consider both cases, although the first one is seriously constrained by di-

nucleon decays to Kaons.

The coe�cient has the following form:

CZ
nn̄ =

16

3

g2s
mg̃

����
�

00
udk(�

d
RR)k1

m2

D

����
2

, (5.2)
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𝜆’’uds/b 𝜆’’uds/b
several others considered 
in paper, both strong and 
electroweak production
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RPV SUSY @ LHC
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not “traditional" SUSY signature with large missing energy

prompt

displaced 
jets

long-lived

dependence on decay length of lightest sparticles

Figure 5: The decay lengths of a squark (left) and a gluino (right).

lifetime reads in this case:

⌧NN!⇡⇡ =
m2

N M2

g̃ m
4

˜dR
m4

˜bR

128 ⇡ ↵2

s |�00
udb ⇥ (�d

RR

)
13

|4 ⇢N h⇡⇡|(uRdRdR)2|NNi2 , (4.4)

where (uRdRdR)2 is given in (2.1). The resulting bounds on �
00
udb ⇥ (�d

RR

)
13

are dis-

played in the right panel of Fig. 4, for the same choices of the hadronic matrix element

as in the right panel (cf. the above discussion).

In general, any theory giving rise to n� n̄ oscillation is also inducing NN ! ⇡⇡,

as the same operators contribute to both processes, cf. Eq. (2.1). Then, in presence

of a Lagrangian term C · O, with O being one of those operators, we simply have:

⌧NN!⇡⇡ =
32⇡

9

m2

N

⇢NC2h⇡⇡|O|NNi2 . (4.5)

Eq. (4.4) is a specific example of the above contribution. As we are going to see

in the next section, the bounds obtained from this contribution to NN ! ⇡⇡ tend

to be subdominat with respect to those from n � n̄. However, both processes are

a↵ected by large hadronic uncertainties.

4.3 LHC searches

In the model considered here, the squarks and gluinos can become long-lived due

to weak couplings to SM particles. In the case where the lightest superpartner is a

squark, it will necessarily decay into two quarks via an RPV interaction. The decay

width for this process is

�(q̃ ! qq) =
(�

00
)2

8⇡
mq̃ (4.6)
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where �
00
is the appropriate RPV coupling and mq̃ the squark mass. The decay

length for this case is plotted in Fig. 5 (left).

In the case where the gluino is lighter than the squarks, the gluino will decay

via a 3-body decay, via an o↵-shell squark, to three quarks with the width

�(g̃ ! qqq) =
↵s(�

00
)2

256⇡3

m5

g̃

m4

q̃

. (4.7)

The corresponding decay length is plotted in Fig. 5 (right).

In the case where either squarks or gluinos are long lived, they form so-called

R-hadrons [27]. A R-hadron consists of a heavy sparticle and a light quark system.

A R-hadron with a large lifetime (c⌧ ⇠ 10m) would typically propagate through a

LHC detector without decaying. It could, however, interact both electromagnetically

and strongly with material in the detector. The electromagnetic interactions are

well understood and measurements of continuous ionisation energy loss can be used

as a search discriminant [27]. There are, however, large uncertainties on hadronic

scattering processes which can a↵ect the e�ciency of a search. For example, a R-

hadron leaving a charged particle track in an inner detector system can become

neutral after charge exchange processes with detector matter and thus pass through

an outer muon chamber as a neutral and undetected object [28–30]. Such possible

processes are studied by the experiments [31–34].

In the conservative approach adopted here, limits on squark and gluino produc-

tion which are used correspond to hadronic scattering scenarios which provided the

smallest e�ciency. For lower c⌧ values, the R-hadrons can decay in the detector

and leave a signature of a displaced vertex and decay products emerging from that

vertex. For the couplings considered here, a squark (gluino) R-hadron would decay

to a di-jet (three-jet) system. Searches for non-decaying and decaying long-lived

particles were made by the CMS experiment during Run 1, the results of which were

converted into excluded regions of lifetime and mass for stops and gluinos in [35, 36]

(see also [37]). Using these results, exclusion limits on coupling, mixing parameter

and sparticle mass were quantified for the models considered in this work. In addi-

tion, CMS results recently obtained at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV [38] were

also taken into account to show the impact of the extension in mass exclusions for

R-hadrons with long lifetimes c⌧ > 102m.

For su�ciently large coupling values, the decays of squarks and gluinos will be

prompt and result in a large number of quarks in the final state. If the gluino is

heavier than the (degenerate) squarks, it will decay into a quark and a squark which

in turn will decay into two quarks. Thus, for g̃g̃ production, for example, there will

be 6 quarks produced in the decay. At the LHC experiments, such events will be

characterised by a large number of jets.

In order to extract bounds in the (mg̃�mq̃)-plane from LHC results, a simulation for

a simplified RPV SUSY model was done. This simulation uses MadGraph5 aMC@NLO

– 11 –

larger couplings needed 
to get prompt decay 

prompt decay with 
couplings as small as 10-7

(many jets)
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Experimental Constraints
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flavour/CP violation (e.g. K- or B-meson oscillations)

other ∆B=2 processes: di-nucleon decay

strong constraints for 1-2 mixing

NN—>KK, NN—>ππ

SuperKamiokande searches with 16O —> t > 1032y —> toscfree > 2.7x108s

LHC results (recasted)
CMS-PAS-EXO-15-010ATLAS multijet, arxiv:1502.05686
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Figure 3. The data are compared with the expected back-
ground shapes in the exclusive 6- and 7-jet bins before b-
tagging. The contents of the bins represent the number of
events with the given number of jets passing a given jet pT
requirement. The bins with less than 10% expected signal
contamination are control regions that are considered when
assigning systematic uncertainties to the background yield.
These control regions are the bins to the left of the vertical
red lines in the plots. (a) shows the 6-jet region, and (b)
shows the 7-jet region with h|⌘|i > 1.0.

of these figures. This procedure results in a background
systematic uncertainty in the pjetT � 120 GeV, � 7-jet
region of 14%, 15%, and 40% for � 0, � 1, � 2 b-tagged
jets, respectively.
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Figure 4. The number of observed events in the inclusive
� 6-jet (top) and � 7-jet (bottom) signal regions compared
with expectations using the PYTHIA extrapolations from low
jet-multiplicity control regions, as a function of the jet p

T

re-
quirement. The distributions representing the extrapolations
across two units in jet multiplicity (red triangles) are used as
the final background prediction in each case, while the other
extrapolations are treated as cross-checks. � 0 b-tagged jets
are required. In the ratio plots the green shaded regions rep-
resent the background systematic uncertainties.

The bins in these distributions that were not as-
signed as control regions represent possible signal regions,
which may be chosen as a signal region for a particu-
lar model under the optimization procedure described in
Sec. VIII B. The level of disagreement between the expec-
tation and data is shown in Fig. 7 for the � 0 b-tagged
jets control and signal regions. In the b-tagged signal re-
gions similar agreement is observed between data and the

9

7 Results

We set upper limits on the production cross section using a Bayesian formalism with a uniform
prior for the cross section. The binned likelihood L can be written as

L = ’
i

µni
i e�µi

ni!
, (5)

where µi is defined as µi = aNi(S) + Ni(B) and ni is the measured number of events in the ith
bin of mav. Here, Ni(S) is the number of expected events from the signal in the ith mav bin, a is
a constant to scale the signal amplitude, and Ni(B) is the number of expected events from back-
ground in the ith mav bin. The likelihood is combined with the prior and nuisance parameters,
and then marginalized to give the posterior density for the signal cross section. Integrating the
posterior density to 0.95 of the total gives the 95% CL limit for the signal cross section. The
expected limits on the cross section are estimated with pseudo-experiments generated using
background shapes, obtained by signal-plus-background fits to the data. Closure tests are per-
formed where a fixed signal is injected, and these confirm that the presence of signal would not
be hidden in the estimated background.

Figure 6 shows the observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on s, the cross section, and a
dotted red line indicating the NLO+NLL predictions for top squark production [32–36], where
the top squark mass is equal to mav. The vertical dashed blue line at a top squark mass of
300 GeV indicates the transition from the low- to the high-mass limits, and at this mass point
the limits are shown for both analyses. The production of top squarks undergoing RPV decays
into light-flavor jets is excluded at 95% CL for top squark masses from 200 to 350 GeV. Top
squarks whose decay includes a heavy-flavor jet are excluded for masses between 200 and
385 GeV. We exclude the production of colorons decaying into four jets at 95% CL for masses
between 200 and 835 GeV, as seen in Fig. 7.
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Figure 6: Observed and expected 95% CL cross section limits as a function of top squark mass
for the inclusive (left) and heavy-flavor (right) RPV top squark searches based on results from
the low-mass (a) and high-mass (b) scenarios. The dotted red line shows the NLO+NLL pre-
dictions for top squark production, and the vertical dashed blue line indicates the boundary of
the limits between the low- and high-mass scenarios.

8 Summary

A search has been performed for pair production of heavy resonances decaying to pairs of jets
in four-jet events from proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV with the CMS detector. The

CMS di-jet pair, arxiv:1412.7706

CMS dijet
ATLAS µ spect

LHC8 projection

charged stable

charge-strip
ped

ATLAS HCAL

g ! j j j  (RPV)~

prompt 3j resonance

FIG. 4: Recast constraints on displaced g̃ ! jjj via baryonic RPV. Colored bands indicate

acceptance variations up/down by 1.5. The dot-dashed lines indicate contours of mq̃/
q
�00
ijk. We

have parametrized the decay assuming that one species of o↵-shell RH squark dominates, and splits

into quarks via a single �00
ijk coupling. All final-state quarks are also assumed to be from the first

two generations. Prompt limits (gray) are derived from [73]. They are conservatively cut o↵ at

1 mm.

where one of the bottom decays produces a hard muon.9

The next model that we consider is gluino LSP. Considering only traditional superpoten-

tial RPV, the gluino decays by first transitioning into a virtual squark and a corresponding

real quark. The virtual squark then splits to two quarks through the UDD operator. The

full 3-body decay is g̃ ! jjj. There are again many options for flavor structure, which

may be engineered both at the level of the �00
ijk couplings and the squark mass spectrum.

Here, we simply assume decays into light flavors, though decays involving b-quarks could

again be subjected to weaker limits at low lifetimes, and decays involving t-quarks would

also receive constraints from the displaced searches involving leptons. Otherwise, we expect

fairly similar coverage. Of course, branching ratios into top also su↵er additional phase

space suppression.

Fig. 4 shows our estimated exclusions for g̃ ! jjj. The qualitative features are quite

9 The muon in this search is triggered from the standalone muon spectrometer, and is not explicitly required

to be isolated.
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Liu&Tweedie, arxiv:1503.05923

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-15-010/index.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.05686
http://arxiv.org/abs/1412.7706
http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.05923
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uds

Figure 9: Bounds and n � n̄ prospects for the Model Z1 for di↵erent choices of the parameters.
The low energy constraints are represented as follows. Red regions: �mK . Red lines: ✏K . Gray
lines: NN!KK. Blue lines: n � n̄. Dashed blue lines: prospected sensitivity of the n � n̄ ESS
experiment. The LHC constraints are shown as follows. Light green regions: CMS dijet [43]. Dark
green regions: ATLAS multijet [42]. Yellow regions: displaced jets [35, 36]. Orange regions: CMS
long-lived particles [37]. See the text for details.
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Figure 11: Bounds and n� n̄ prospects for the Model Z2 for di↵erent choices of the parameters.
The low energy constraints are represented as follows. Red regions: �mB . Gray lines: NN!⇡⇡.
Blue lines: n� n̄. Dashed blue lines: prospected sensitivity of the n� n̄ ESS experiment. The LHC
constraints are shown as follows. Light green regions: CMS dijet [43]. Dark green regions: ATLAS
multijet [42]. Yellow regions: displaced jets [35, 36]. Orange regions: CMS long-lived particles [37].
See the text for details.
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uds udb
gluino mass = 1.5 squark mass

for lambda not too small potentially large gain by ESS experiment
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coupling vs mass oscillation time vs mass

𝜆’’~O(1), large flavour mixing 

𝜀K cuts up to ~30TeV

previous slide

ESS experiment can extend 
mass reach

large uncertainty from 
nuclear matrix elementn-n stronger than dinucleon
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BNV well motivated (experiment/theory) 

n-n oscillations high precision observable for pure BNV 

strong bounds from LHC in certain kinematic region 

complementary results from precision flavour measurements 

dedicated BNV experiments considerably extend reach in 
mass & coupling

_
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mass scan (mg>mq) 
mg: 0.3 -1.5 TeV 
mq: 0.2 - 1.4 TeV

~ ~

~

~ cross section for each mass configuration 
obtained from Prospino

using MadGraph+Pythia8+Delphes (default ATLAS card)
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relevant subset of large number of possibilities

Model Sparticle content Couplings probed

Z
1

g̃, d̃R, s̃R �
00
uds, (�

d
RR)21

Z
2

g̃, d̃R, b̃R �
00
udb, (�

d
RR)31

BM
1

g̃, b̃R, b̃L, (t̃L), d̃L, (ũL) �
00
udb, (�

d
LL)31, (Ab � µ tan �)

BM
2

g̃, b̃R, d̃L, (ũL) �
00
udb, (�

d
LR)31

GS �̃±, (�̃0), b̃R, b̃L, (t̃L) �
00
udb, (Ab � µ tan �)

CK �̃±, (�̃0), b̃R, t̃R, b̃L, (t̃L) �
00
tdb, (Ab � µ tan �), (At � µ cot �)

Table 1: The models considered in this paper. The superpartners in parenthesis do not contribute
to the oscillation process but are required by SU(2)L gauge invariance. All other sparticles are
decoupled and all other RPV or FV couplings are set to zero. All squarks are assumed to be mass
degenerate.

no need to run the event selection on the signal samples, but the CMS limits could

be used directly, scaled by the appropriate cross section.

The LHC limits presented here were made with Run 1 and early Run 2 data. To

quantify projected limits for the large luminosity dataset (⇠ 300fb�1) that ATLAS

and CMS are expected to receive by around 2021, when the proposed ESS experiment

would start, is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it can be conservatively

estimated that limits on squark and gluino masses would increase by up to 1000 GeV,

as has been estimated by the LHC experiments for a range of SUSY searches [45, 46].

Furthermore, some of the searches considered in this paper (long-lived particles and

displaced jets) require detector signals which are received later than those which

would be expected from particles produced at the primary interaction point and

which move at around light speed. This can present a special challenge for triggering

and read-out as late signals can be associated to the wrong bunch crossing and lost.

As the long-lived sparticle masses increase (and the average speed is thus reduced)

such losses can become more severe. It would therefore not be expected that these

searches would achieve a greater gain in sensitivity than the searches for prompt

SUSY signals.

5 Contributions to n�n̄ oscillations from supersymmetry

We finally come to the discussion of the various contributions to n � n̄ oscillations

that can arise in BRPV supersymmetry and compare their sensitivity to the previous

constraints. Our philosophy is as follows.

– 13 –

Figure 7: The Barbieri and Masiero diagram contributing to BM1.

and the external Higgs fields, and make up the factor of ms/b that appears in the

o↵-diagonal mass mixing insertion.

The fact that these contributions are proportional tom2

s/b implies that the contri-

bution from the s-strange is less important than the contribution from the sbottom.

As a consequence, since one needs two left-right mixing insertions, as well as two

flavour insertions, the contribution from the s-strange is negligible compared to the

constraint coming from di-nucleon decay. Note that, as will be discussed below, di-

nucleon decay constrains �
00
uds much more than �

00
udb. Therefore, we focus only on the

sbottom contribution, which involves only �
00
udb.

Below the EWSB scale, the dimension 11 operator becomes the following dimen-

sion 9 operator,

Lnn̄ = CBM

nn̄ (uRdRdL)
2 + h.c., (5.5)

where (uRdRdL)2 can be found in (2.1) and

CBM1
nn̄ =

16

3

g2s (�
00
udb)

2 m2

b (Ab � µ tan �)2
��(�dLL)31

��2

m4

˜bR
m4

˜bL
mg̃

. (5.6)

Similarly, in presence of o↵-diagonal entries in the A-term matrix, flavour violation

and the chirality flip can both be obtained by a single mass insertion as shown in

Fig. 8, yielding

CBM2
nn̄ =

16

3

g2s (�
00
udb)

2

��(�dLR)13
��2

m2

˜bR
m2

˜dL
mg̃

. (5.7)
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BM1

Figure 8: The Barbieri and Masiero diagram, in presence of flavour-violating A-terms, contributing
to Model BM2.

For instance, the numerical result for the BM
1

contribution is:

⌧BM1
nn̄ = (2.5⇥ 108 s)⇥ mg̃

1.8 TeV

⇣ m
˜bR

1.1 TeV

⌘
4

⇣ m
˜bL

1.1 TeV

⌘
4

✓
50 TeV

Ab � µ tan �

◆
2

⇥
✓
10�5

�
00
udb

◆
2

✓
0.05

(�dLL)31

◆
2 (250 MeV)6

hn̄|(uRdRdL)2|ni . (5.8)

As was mentioned at the beginning of the section, we now present our results

within a set of simplified models that feature only the particle content relevant for

the above n � n̄ diagrams. We further classify according to the source of flavour

violation when relevant. The models are summarised in Tab. 1.

Model Z
1

, spectrum g̃, d̃R, s̃R, couplings �
00
uds, (�

d
RR)21

In the presence of only gluinos and the RH down-type squarks d̃R and s̃R (that in

the following we are going to assume almost degenerate), n� n̄ oscillations can occur

via the diagram of Fig. 6. In order for the diagram not to vanish, flavour violation is

required either in the 1-2 or in the 1-3 sector. In other words, RH down squarks have

to mix either with strange or bottom squarks. Here we consider the first case, while

the second one will be presented in the next subsection. As previously discussed in

section 4.1, flavour violation in the 1-2 sector gives rise to contributions to K � K̄

mixing that are stringently constrained by the observed Kaon mass splitting �mK

and CP violation parameter ✏K , see Fig. 2. As explained in section 4.2, the RPV

coupling �
00
uds that controls n� n̄ oscillation within this model is also constrained by

non-observation of di-nucleon decays.
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BM2

Figure 13: The Goity and Sher diagram contribution to Model GS.

of the parameters. Notice that given the presence of long-lived ũL, d̃L and t̃L the

dominant LHC constraint come from searches for long-lived particles, also in the

part of the plane where squarks are lighter than gluinos, and relatively large RPV

couplings, �
00
udb = O(10�5). Still, searches for n� n̄ oscillation have the potential of

going beyond the LHC in testing the parameter space of this model.

Model BM
2

, spectrum g̃, b̃R, d̃L, (ũL), couplings �
00
udb, (�

d
LR)31

In the model discussed above, where both LH and RH squarks are present, flavour

violation can also occur through a flavour o↵-diagonal A-term. The diagram leading

to n� n̄ oscillation is as in Fig. 8, with the flavour and the LR mixing being simul-

taneously provided by a single mass insertion. The resulting contribution is given

by Eq. (5.7): the corresponding constraints are shown in the right plot of Fig. 12.

Flavour mixing in the LR sector gives a large contribution to the dipole transition

responsible of b ! d� and is therefore tightly constrained, as we can see in the lower-

right panel of Fig. 2. Relatively larger values of �
00
udb than in the (�dLL)13 case are

then needed to have a signal of n� n̄ oscillation without too large flavour violation.

This can be seen by comparing the two plots of Fig. 12.

5.2 Electroweak contributions

All the above oscillation mechanisms rely on the presence of a gluino in the diagram.

If the gluino is decoupled from the theory, it is still possible to use charginos to con-

struct electroweak SUSY contributions to n� n̄ oscillations. Since the chargino does

not carry colour degrees of freedom, these will necessarily be loop contributions. One

possibility, originally proposed by Goity and Sher [24], involves a flavour changing

box diagram, shown in Fig. 13, which is essentially the supersymmetrization of the

– 23 –

GS

Figure 14: The Chang and Keung diagram contributing to Model CK.

famous GIM diagram [49]. The presence of a Wino-like chargino and a W also means

that we must necessarily include some LH squarks in the model.

Even in this case we have various options for the choice of which squarks to retain

in our simplified model. The choice between s̃R and b̃R is clear and already explained

in the previous sections: we choose b̃R since the b̃L� b̃R mixing is proportional to the

mass of the b-quark instead of that of the s-quarks, as well as because the coupling

�
00
udb is much less constrained by di-nucleon decay. Once we have chosen to introduce

a b̃L in the spectrum, SU(2)L gauge invariance requires us to include the LH stop

t̃L as well. Minimality thus suggests to use the LH stop in the FV box diagram and

decouple the ũL and c̃L quarks. Indeed, some splitting between the masses of the

LH u-type squarks is required in order for the box diagram not to vanish due to the

unitarity of the CKM matrix. The final diagram and the non decoupled field content

is shown in Fig. 13.

An alternative possibility, proposed be Chang and Keung [50] and shown in

Fig. 14, is to have the RPV vertex appear inside the loop. This is the only case

where we can have a uL quark appearing in the e↵ective operator, which is in fact

(uLdLdR)2, the Parity conjugate of the previous (uRdRdL)2. As for the choice of

the internal quarks/squarks, the largest contribution comes from the third family,

as shown in Fig. 14. This is thus the only case that is sensitive to �
00
tds, which is a

coupling of great interest in collider searches.

In the case of Fig. 13, one obtains [24],

Lnn̄ = CGS

nn̄ (uRdRdL)
2 + h.c. (5.9)
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bounds for BM1 and BM2 (MFV —> flavour mixing via detour)

Figure 12: Bounds and n � n̄ prospects for the Models BM1 (left) and BM2 (right). The red
region corresponds to the b ! d� bound. The other constraints are represented as in Fig. 11.

experiment proposed at ESS can give a spectacular improvement in the sensitivity.

In particular, we see that multi-TeV squarks might still induce observable oscillation

rates (cf. the left panels in the second and third rows of Fig. 11), arguably beyond

the reach of the LHC. On the other hand, small amounts of RPV, �
00
udb . 10�7, make

any low-energy process irrelevant, leaving direct collider searches as the privileged

way to test this kind of models. This is depicted by the plots in the third row of

Fig. 11.

Model BM
1

, spectrum g̃, b̃R, b̃L, (t̃L), d̃L, (ũL), couplings �
00
udb, (�

d
LL)31, (Ab�µ tan �)

We turn now to consider a model with no flavour mixing among RH squarks (as pre-

dicted by MFV scenarios). The flavour transition necessary to generate a �B = 2

operator via the �
00
couplings can then occur in the LH squark sector and be trans-

mitted to the RH sector through LR squark mixing, see Fig. 7. The minimal particle

content required to give rise to this contribution consists of gluinos and down squarks

both of RH and LH kinds. As a consequence of the squark chirality flip, the resulting

oscillation probability depends on the relevant down quark mass. Diagrams involv-

ing sbottoms are then enhanced by a factor (mb/ms)2 compared to those featuring

strange squarks, hence they are the only ones of possible phenomenological relevance.

Neutron oscillation are then controlled by �
00
udb and (�dLL)13. The particle content is

given by b̃R, b̃L and d̃L (and thus t̃L and ũL too).

The most stringent flavour constraints on this scenario come from b ! d�

transitions, due to sizeable contributions to flavour violating dipole operators in-

duced by the large LR mixing. The corresponding bound for the illustrative case of

µ ⇥ tan � = 10 TeV is shown in the lower-left panel of Fig. 2. In the right panel of

Fig. 12, we show the b ! d� constraint (as a red region) together with the other

constraints (colour code as in the previous subsections), for an illustrative choice
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region corresponds to the b ! d� bound. The other constraints are represented as in Fig. 11.
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dicted by MFV scenarios). The flavour transition necessary to generate a �B = 2

operator via the �
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couplings can then occur in the LH squark sector and be trans-

mitted to the RH sector through LR squark mixing, see Fig. 7. The minimal particle

content required to give rise to this contribution consists of gluinos and down squarks

both of RH and LH kinds. As a consequence of the squark chirality flip, the resulting

oscillation probability depends on the relevant down quark mass. Diagrams involv-

ing sbottoms are then enhanced by a factor (mb/ms)2 compared to those featuring

strange squarks, hence they are the only ones of possible phenomenological relevance.

Neutron oscillation are then controlled by �
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udb and (�dLL)13. The particle content is

given by b̃R, b̃L and d̃L (and thus t̃L and ũL too).

The most stringent flavour constraints on this scenario come from b ! d�

transitions, due to sizeable contributions to flavour violating dipole operators in-

duced by the large LR mixing. The corresponding bound for the illustrative case of

µ ⇥ tan � = 10 TeV is shown in the lower-left panel of Fig. 2. In the right panel of

Fig. 12, we show the b ! d� constraint (as a red region) together with the other

constraints (colour code as in the previous subsections), for an illustrative choice
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MFV by construction, no relevant bounds from flavour constraints

Figure 15: Bounds and n� n̄ prospects for the Model GS. The colour code is as in Fig. 11.

Figure 16: Bounds and n� n̄ prospects for the Model CK. The colour code is as in Fig. 11.

Model CK, spectrum �̃±, b̃R, t̃R, b̃L, (t̃L), couplings �
00
tdb, (Ab � µ tan �), (At �

µ cot �)

In Fig. 16, we show the results corresponding to the contribution of Fig. 14. The

colour code is as before. The novelty of this model with respect of the previous ones

is that it involves �
00
tdb. We checked that the analogous contribution with �

00
tds gives

quantitatively similar results, with a slightly smaller numerical value of the oscilla-

tion probability. The Chang and Keung contribution thus gives the very interesting

possibility of testing through Baryon number violation di↵erent RPV couplings. On

the other hand, collider constraints are very similar to the previous case.

Another peculiar feature of the model is the dependence of n� n̄ on the LR stop

mixing (and thus on At) and on LH and RH stop masses. Hence, direct links to the

Higgs mass prediction and to considerations about fine tuning are therefore possible,
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LHC: only squark mass bound
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MFV by construction, no relevant bounds from flavour constraints

LHC: only squark mass boundFigure 15: Bounds and n� n̄ prospects for the Model GS. The colour code is as in Fig. 11.

Figure 16: Bounds and n� n̄ prospects for the Model CK. The colour code is as in Fig. 11.

Model CK, spectrum �̃±, b̃R, t̃R, b̃L, (t̃L), couplings �
00
tdb, (Ab � µ tan �), (At �

µ cot �)

In Fig. 16, we show the results corresponding to the contribution of Fig. 14. The

colour code is as before. The novelty of this model with respect of the previous ones

is that it involves �
00
tdb. We checked that the analogous contribution with �

00
tds gives

quantitatively similar results, with a slightly smaller numerical value of the oscilla-

tion probability. The Chang and Keung contribution thus gives the very interesting

possibility of testing through Baryon number violation di↵erent RPV couplings. On

the other hand, collider constraints are very similar to the previous case.

Another peculiar feature of the model is the dependence of n� n̄ on the LR stop

mixing (and thus on At) and on LH and RH stop masses. Hence, direct links to the

Higgs mass prediction and to considerations about fine tuning are therefore possible,
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